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AK4820 TANKER TECHNIQUES MAGAZINE
ISSUE 04 DAMAGE INC.

Are you ready for the fourth issue of Tanker Techniques Magazine? The 
overwhelming worldwide success of our quarterly magazine has propelled 
us forward to the next issue.  Aptly named Damage Inc. the fourth issue 
showcases damage, and how master modelers recreate it utilizing a wide 
range of products and the latest techniques.  As with all other issues, de-
tailed explanations for the correct application of these effects are provid-
ed; the techniques presented in Tanker Techniques are universal, easily 
applied to other models, not just tanks. If you haven’t already, start your 
collection now; create a library of useful techniques, and effects.  Are you 
drawn to the technical side of our hobby? Are you secretly a rivet counter? 
If so, this is the must have magazine; each issue is packed with detailed 
information, galleries, interviews and more.  You won’t be disappointed! 

July 2016

The latest issue introduces techniques such as realistic and convincing damaged zimmerit, through to more extreme impact 
damage caused by missiles, mines, and shrapnel.

9€

http://ak-interactive.com/v2/?product=tanker-techniques-magazine-issue-04-damage-inc
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The latest release of Aces High magazine showcases captured aircraft. We will look at an Iraqi SU-25 captured by the Iranian 
Army while escaping from the Gulf War, followed by a captured Fw-190 with American markings, and a First World War Pfalz 
D.IIIA captured by the British.

Issue eight is here! In this issue the Aces High team brings us a special 
theme, CAPTURED!  The newest issue is dedicated to captured enemy 
aircraft put into service.  As is always the case here at AK, using the lat-
est techniques, Dani Zamarbide shows us how to put an American P-51 
Mustang into service with the German Army.  Included in this issue are 
new sections such as a historical gallery, tips & tricks and many easy to 
do techniques.  Another top hit release from the best aircraft modeling 
magazine!.

AK2914 ACES HIGH MAGAZINE ISSUE 08
CAPTURED!

July 2016

9€

http://ak-interactive.com/v2/?product=aces-high-magazine-issue-08-captured
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Always at the forefront of the modeling world, AK has gone somewhere 
no other model company has gone before; we are releasing a kit for both 
collectors and modelers alike. For the first time an abandoned aircraft!  AK 
is proud to offer a Limited Edition release of an abandoned Mig-21. This 
kit is a breath of fresh air; an idea that dares to break away from the pack.  
This is a perfect model for those who want to build a Mig-21, and for those 
who want to collect a bit of modeling history. 

After taking in the beautiful box art, inside you will find:  
Precise instructions, 
Photo-etched and Resin parts
Decals

AK148003 MIG-21 PFM
DAYS OF GLORY AND OBLIVION

Have you always wanted to try and recreate a tired air-
craft that through the flaked paint, flat tires, and overall 
weathered appearance tells a glorious story? This kit 
allows just that; make a version with flat tires, extremely 
weathered and discolored decals; or if that is not to your 
liking, opt for a more classic version and build an attrac-
tive Russian or German Mig-21 aircraft in its days of 
glory. High quality unassembled model kit for modelers 
aged 14 and up. 
Contains plastic parts, photo-etched parts and decals. 
Requires glue, tools and paint to complete (not includ-
ed). Pictorial assembly guide provides precise assem-
bly instructions.

DECALS FOR THREE PAINTING SCHEMES

DETAILED INSTRUCTIONS

July 2016

49.95€

http://ak-interactive.com/v2/?product=mig-21-pfm-days-of-glory-and-oblivion
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Modelling Full Ahead has become bigger; following the success of the first 
issue, Knox & Baleares Class we are now proud to present Modelling Full 
Ahead 2: New Orleans Class.   Initially when we laid out Modelling Full 
Ahead, our goal was to condense the information required to successfully 
build one class of warship into 80 pages.  However, as modelers, we all 
know that the full scope of our hobby that challenges us includes tech-
niques, new innovative ideas, history and so much more. Therefore this 
cannot be achieved only with a monographic series. Be sure not to miss 
out on these special issues.

AK895 MODELLING FULL AHEAD 2
NEW ORLEANS CLASS

The first section is a walk through history; here you will find many inspiring, and some never seen before pictures. The sec-
ond section is a learning manual; we roll up our sleeves and get down to the business of modeling.  This section is a “visual 
delight” utilizing the most up to date techniques and materials. 

July 2016

17.95€

http://ak-interactive.com/v2/?product=modelling-full-ahead-2-new-orleans-class
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The modeling world has spoken, and AK listened. First published four 
years ago, F.A.Q. became an overnight success, a bible of sorts, con-
taining the most up to date military modeling techniques. Each and every 
edition ever printed has sold out very quickly.  We are excited to offer a 
limited edition printing of F.A.Q. third edition for this Christmas.  If you have 
missed out, here’s your chance; or if you are not familiar with F.A.Q, don’t 
miss out on this “must have” book that will give you the necessary skills to 
take your model building to the next level!  F.A.Q. is well suited for begin-
ners through to the most advanced modelers alike.

It turns out that there are a few Spanish speaking modelers who missed 
out on the first edition of F.A.Q.  Consequently, due to pressure from the 
Spanish modelling community we are proud to release the second, and 
LAST, edition of F.A.Q. 2 Spanish Edition. F.A.Q. 2 sets the standard when 
it comes to reference books for our hobby; an up to date collection of 
modern modelling techniques, loaded with useful pictures demonstrat-
ing colour modulation, methods of chipping such as the lacquer and salt 
technique, how to correctly streak, the up to date method of working with 
tracks, how to make and apply mud, and dust. Included are methods for 
making small vignettes, terrain, and diorama composition. This book has 
been written by modelers, for modelers, don’t miss out!

We can’t believe it! We are already up to the third edition of the best guide 
for aircraft modelers. Aircraft Scale Modelling F.A.Q. is a compilation of 
aircraft scale modeling techniques; a step by step guide with hundreds of 
color pictures for WWI, WWII, Cold War and modern aircraft.  Inside you 
will find a wide range of painting and weathering techniques. All aspects of 
aircraft modeling are covered in a way that is both easy to understand and 
follow.  Nothing is left out, not even the pilot! Tools, materials and the cor-
rect usage, camouflage painting, markings, engines, and so much more! 
The techniques in F.A.Q. are explained from a beginner level, through 
to the most complex of tasks. Created by world famous modeler, Daniel 
Zamarbide, and aided by the most prominent aircraft modelers in Europe, 
make space on your shelf for this book! 

AK038 F.A.Q. 2 ENGLISH, THIRD EDITION!!

AK150 F.A.Q. 2 SPANISH
SECOND AND LAST  EDITION!!

AK276 AIRCRAFT SCALE MODELLING F.A.Q.
THIRD EDITION!!

320 pages, more than 1500 color photographs.

320 pages, more than 1500 color photographs.

380 pages, more than 2.500 images.

57€

57€

57€

http://ak-interactive.com/v2/?product=faq-2-limited-edition-english
http://ak-interactive.com/v2/?product=faq-2-spanish-limited-edition
http://ak-interactive.com/v2/?product=aircraft-scale-modelling-f-a-q-2
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AK4210 US ARMY & USMC 
GREEN COLORS

AK4220 US ARMY & USMC 
CAMOUFLAGE COLORS

This set contains camouflage colors used by both the U.S. Army and Ma-
rine Corps throughout World War II. Paint any vehicle used by the U.S. 
Army in the mild climate theater of operations (Europe, Pacific), desert 
(Africa and Italy) and arctic climate (snowy terrains). This set allows us 
to paint from the colorful camouflage colors used by the Marines in the 
Solomon Islands, or the army vehicles used in the invasion of Sicily with 
striking patterns in two shades of green and sand. This set is ideal for com-
bining with the colors from the set AK4210 US ARMY & USMC GREEN 
COLORS.

This set contains:
AK735 Black (FS37038)
AK4221 Nº5 Earth Brown (FS30099)
AK4222 Nº6 Earth Yellow (FS30257)
AK4223 Nº8 Earth Red (FS30117)
AK4224 Nº13 Desert Sand (FS30279)
AK4225 Ocean Gray (FS35164)

This set contains the main green colors used by the United States Army 
and the Marine Corps during World War II.  Included are various versions 
of Olive Drab used during the war.  The range of greens starts with a clear 
matte version used in the years leading up to and the start of World War 
II, to a darker glossy tone used in 1944.  This set also includes OD 50‘ a 
post WWII version that was used on vehicles throughout the Korean War. 
This set combines well with AK4220 US ARMY & USMC CAMOUFLAGE 
COLORS. 

This set contains:
AK4211 Olive Drab Nº9 (FS33070)
AK4212 Olive Drab Nº22
AK4213 Olive Drab 50’ (FS34087)
AK4013 USMC Forest Green  (FS34079)
AK4214 Light Green Nº1 (FS34151)
AK4215 Olive Drab Nº31 (FS34084)

Information leaflet. Not included in the set. 
Available to download at www.ak-interactive.com

July 2016

13.20€

13.20€

http://ak-interactive.com/v2/?product=us-army-usmc-green-colors
http://ak-interactive.com/v2/?product=us-army-usmc-camouflage-colors
http://www.ak-interactive.com/app/tut/US-WWII.pdf
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This set contains the necessary colors to paint American vehicles accord-
ing to the MERDC (Mobility Equipment Research and Development Cen-
ter) camouflage system used by the United States Army during the 1970’s. 
This comprehensive set contains all the required colors necessary to paint 
the various MERDC camouflage schemes. The MERDC patterns are:  
MERDC Summer Verdant, MERDC Tropical Verdant, MERDC Gray Des-
ert, MERDC Red Desert, MERDC Snow / Open Terrain, MERDC Snow w/
Trees and MERDC Winter Verdant. AK Interactive insists upon exacting 
standards ensuring that all colors correspond FS 595 (United States Fed-
eral Standard colors used in Government Procurement) color chart.  
This set contains:
AK4231 Dark Green (FS34079)
AK4214 Light Green (FS34151)
AK4233 MERDC NATO Sand (FS30277)
AK4234 Field Drab (FS30118)
AK4222 US.ARMY Nº6 Earth Yellow (FS30257)
AK4236 Forest Green (FS34102)
AK797 NATO Brown (FS30117)
AK4237 Insignia White (FS37875)

Information leaflet. Not included in the set. 
Available to download at www.ak-interactive.com

AK4230 MERDC CAMOUFLAGE COLORS

AK5020 US NAVY CAMOUFLAGE VOL. 2

The new set US NAVY CAMOUFLAGES 2, has been developed to com-
plement the previous US NAVY CAMOUFLAGES. 
With this new acrylic set we hand over the naval modeler a powerful tool 
which will allow you to paint all of the US Navy schemes during World War 
II, as it can be the “Early” as the “Dazle” and “Late” Measures. The variants 
for smaller vessels, submarines and aircraft carrier are also included.

This set contains:
AK5021 Dark Gray 5D
AK5022 Pale Gray 5P
AK5023 Standard Navy Gray 5
AK5024 Flight Deck Blue 21
AK5025 Neutral Haze Gray
AK5026 Hull Red

July 2016

17.60€

13.20€

http://ak-interactive.com/v2/?product=merdc-camouflage-colors
http://ak-interactive.com/v2/?product=us-navy-camouflage-vol-2
http://www.ak-interactive.com/app/tut/US-MERDC.pdf
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We have developed a set of six colors for recreating Soviet army uniforms 
of WWII.  Also included is blue used for tank crew uniforms, and the dis-
tinct red used in the Soviet emblem. As with all other AK acrylic colors, this 
set can be applied either by brush or airbrush.  Thinning is best done with 
AK712 Acrylic Thinner.

This set contains:
AK3121 Russian Uniform Lights
AK3122 Russian Uniform Base
AK3123 Russian Uniform Shadows
AK3124 Russian Blue Lights
AK3125 Russian Blue Base
AK3126 Red Emblem

A six color set formulated for the field grey uniforms of WW2 German 
soldiers. Field grey was widely used throughout the various uniforms of 
the Wehrmacht, Fallschirmjagger (Paratroopers) and others such as tank 
crews, and Special Forces. Inside are six basic colors for these uniforms, 
all of which can be blended with each other to achieve different colors and 
shades.

This set contains:
AK3141 Field Grey Base
AK3142 Field Grey Base 2
AK3143 Field Grey Lights
AK3144 Field Grey Shadows
AK3145 German Grey Uniform
AK3146 German Grey Uniform Light

AK is proud to present the first weathering set dedicated to the art of 
chipping. Inside we have included some of our best selling weathering 
products such as: Worn Effects, Heavy Chipping, and our classic Chipping 
Color. Virtually any type of paint chip can be easily created. This is a truly 
universal set valuable to not only AFV modelers, but aircraft modelers, Sci-
fi vehicles, trains and so much more. We have added a new product to this 
set, inside you will find Aluminium Chipping; a color perfect for replicating 
chips in paint that has been applied to aluminium surfaces.   Don’t make 
the common mistake that a lot of modelers make, that being the use of the 
same color for chipping effects. A paint chip on an airplane wing should not 
look the same as a paint chip from a tank, or any other AFV.  
This set contains:
AK088 Worn Effects
AK089 Heavy Chipping
AK711 Chipping Color
AK139 Aluminium Chipping
CHIPPING ESSENTIAL USER GUIDE INCLUDED.

AK3120 SOVIET WWII UNIFORM COLORS

AK3140 GERMAN FIELD GREY UNIFORMS

AK138 CHIPPING ESSENTIALS 
WEATHERING SET

July 2016

14€

14€

11.40€

http://ak-interactive.com/v2/?product=soviet-wwii-uniform-colors
http://ak-interactive.com/v2/?product=german-field-grey-uniforms
http://ak-interactive.com/v2/?product=chipping-essentials-weathering-set
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AK691 T-54, T-55, T-62 RUSSIAN TANK 
(OMSH TYPE) WHITE METAL TRACKS

AK690 T-55, T-62 RUSSIAN TANK 
(RMSH TYPE) WHITE METAL TRACKS

AK689 RUSSIAN AFV BMP-3
WHITE METAL TRACKS

High quality, precision tracks made from white metal, and ready for assem-
bly. These tracks are suitable for:
T-54 / T-55 / T-62 (OMSH) TYPE
An assembly guide is printed on the rear of the box. Do you want to create 
amazingly realistic weathered effects? We recommend using the AK159 
Metal Burnishing Fluid. Simply soak the tracks in the liquid for a couple of 
minutes; the links will darken leaving a realistic rusted appearance.  When 
it comes to tracks, nothing could be easier! Also available are very limited 
number of assembled tracks

High quality, precision tracks made from white metal, and ready for assem-
bly. These tracks are suitable for:
T-55 / T-62 (RMHS) TYPE
An assembly guide is printed on the rear of the box. Do you want to create 
amazingly realistic weathered effects? We recommend using the AK159 
Metal Burnishing Fluid. Simply soak the tracks in the liquid for a couple of 
minutes; the links will darken leaving a realistic rusted appearance.  When 
it comes to tracks, nothing could be easier! Also available are very limited 
number of assembled tracks

90 links for the T-54,T-55 (FOR EACH TRACK)
96 links for the T-62 (FOR EACH TRACK)

90 links for the T-55 (FOR EACH TRACK)
96 links for the T-62 (FOR EACH TRACK)

84 links for each track.

High quality, precision tracks made from white metal, and ready for assem-
bly. These tracks are suitable for:
BMP-3 AND VARIANTS (STEEL TYPE)E
An assembly guide is printed on the rear of the box. Do you want to create 
amazingly realistic weathered effects? We recommend using the AK159 
Metal Burnishing Fluid. Simply soak the tracks in the liquid for a couple of 
minutes; the links will darken leaving a realistic rusted appearance.  When 
it comes to tracks, nothing could be easier! Also available are very limited 
number of assembled tracks

21€

21€

21€

http://ak-interactive.com/v2/?product=russian-afv-bmp-3-white-metal-tracks
http://ak-interactive.com/v2/?product=t-55-t-62-russian-tank-rmsh-type-white-metal-tracks
http://ak-interactive.com/v2/?product=t-54-t-55-t-62-russian-tank-omsh-type-white-metal-tracks
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AK693 PANZER II GERMAN AFV 
WHITE METAL TRACKS

AK692 KV-1S / KV-85 / SU-152 
WHITE METAL TRACKS

High quality, precision tracks made from white metal, and ready for assem-
bly. These tracks are suitable for:
Pz.II(A,B,C,F) 
MARDER II( Sdkfz.131) 
WESPE, PANZER II
An assembly guide is printed on the rear of the box. Do you want to create 
amazingly realistic weathered effects? We recommend using the AK159 
Metal Burnishing Fluid. Simply soak the tracks in the liquid for a couple of 
minutes; the links will darken leaving a realistic rusted appearance.  When 
it comes to tracks, nothing could be easier! Also available are very limited 
number of assembled tracks

High quality, precision tracks made from white metal, and ready for assem-
bly. These tracks are suitable for:
KV-1s / KV-85 / SU-152
An assembly guide is printed on the rear of the box. Do you want to create 
amazingly realistic weathered effects? We recommend using the AK159 
Metal Burnishing Fluid. Simply soak the tracks in the liquid for a couple of 
minutes; the links will darken leaving a realistic rusted appearance.  When 
it comes to tracks, nothing could be easier! Also available are very limited 
number of assembled tracks

106 links for each track.

90 links for each track.

21€

21€

http://ak-interactive.com/v2/?product=kv-1s-kv-85-su-152-white-metal-tracks
http://ak-interactive.com/v2/?product=panzer-ii-german-afv-white-metal-tracks
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AK156 ACES HIGH MAGAZINE RACK 
FOR 5 ISSUES

AK154 TANKER MAGAZINE RACK 
FOR 4 ISSUES

AK149 TANKER FIRST YEAR 
ANNIVERSARY MAGAZINE RACK 
WITH 4 ISSUES

Luxury Magazine Rack to keep your Aces High issues in pristine condition. 
Keep your favourite  magazines organized in an elegant and useful way. 
For five issues. Only for on-line sales.

Tanker Techniques Magazine has quickly become the best go-to refer-
ence on the market; taking a step beyond all other modeling publications.  
Known for its quality and content Tanker magazine satisfies the appetite 
of even the most demanding modelers. Each issue of Tanker Magazine is 
dedicated to a particular theme; allowing you to build a library of the most 
current and up to date weathering techniques. This is a technical guide 
that cannot be missed; no library should be without it. This is the luxury 
rack specifically for the first year of Tanker Magazine issue one through 
four. 

On-line sales only.

Tanker Techniques Magazine has quickly become the best go-to refer-
ence on the market; taking a step beyond all other modeling publications.  
Known for its quality and content Tanker magazine satisfies the appetite 
of even the most demanding modelers. Each issue of Tanker Magazine is 
dedicated to a particular theme; allowing you to build a library of the most 
current and up to date weathering techniques. This is a technical guide 
that cannot be missed; no library should be without it. This is the luxury 
rack specifically for the first year of Tanker Magazine issue one through 
four. 

Purchase the entire first year set of four magazines, and get the rack 
FREE!!
On-line sales only.

July 2016

34€

6€

6€

http://ak-interactive.com/v2/?product=tanker-1st-anniversary-4-issues
http://ak-interactive.com/v2/?product=tanker-magazine-rack-4-issues
http://ak-interactive.com/v2/?product=aces-high-magazine-rack-5-issues

